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DreamCatchers 100K

Each winning team be awarded HK$100K + mentorship + assisted acceleration + co-working @ iDendron + international exposure

Future co-development with C9 universities and strategic global partners

- 1032 participants for pitching over 3 years (2016-2018)
- Awarded $2m to 20 teams led by HKU students and alumni
- Awards supported by alumni and friends, VC and strategic partners
Entrepreneurship Academy

- Co-organised with Faculty of Business and Economics
- Complimentary 10-week workshop covering core topics in entrepreneurship in the commercialization process of innovations
- 400+ students, staff, alumni and public
DreamCatchers MedTech Hackathon – Partnership with HKSTP

2018 THEME AUTOMATING MEDICAL CARE
24-30 JUNE 2018
THE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG

DREAMCATCHERS MEDTECH HACKATHON HK 2018

The week-long hackathon is targeting students from
Stanford University, Hong Kong universities,
Shanghai Jiaotong University, and young professionals
at Hong Kong Science Park, where you will learn
Stanford Biodesign methodologies, design thinking,
business model canvas, and work in interdisciplinary
teams to come up with prototypes for solving unmet
medical needs.

Hackathon Leaders

Dr. Armin Elsas
Stanford Biodesign Institute

Dr. Louie Lam
HKTDC/Ramsey Science

Dr. Martin Lo
Stanford University

Owen Fong
Stanford University

Apply NOW! If you are from engineering, medical/clinical,
product design, software development, and business background!

APPLICATION DEADLINE
16 APRIL, 2018
http://www.dreamcatchers.hku.hk
Cyberport University Partnership Programme (CUPP) – Partnership with Cyberport

A FinTech-focused innovation programme for local university students to participate in world-class Entrepreneurship Boot Camp and mentorship in Hong Kong and Silicon Valley.
CHALLENGE CUP – An Example of Learning in the Knowledge Based Economy Through Innovation
Fireside Chat with Google Greater China President

Facebook Messenger Workshop
Reverse Mentorship - “Why code?”

Hult Prize Pitching – global social entrepreneurship
Technology Start-up Support Scheme for Universities (TSSSU)

Ample opportunities for cross-institutional, cross-disciplined, and cross-bordered cross-fertilization

• HKU supported a total of 20 technology startups under the TSSSU scheme with the annual budget of $4M
• 12 of these TSSSU startups are commercializing HKU technologies
• Number of HKU spin-off companies has increased from 2 in FY2012/13 to 11 in FY2015/16
• 40% of these 22 TSSSU startups have already secured institutional/angel investments
Value Proposition - Integrated Public-Private & Public-Public Partnerships Across the C9+1 Alliance & Network

Overall funding for HKU Start up: $5million / year
- TSSSU: $4m
- DreamCatchers 100K: $1m

HKU Start up Community (~60 @2017)